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8 October 2011

 

The Rt Hon Eric Pickles MP

Secretary of State
Department for Communities and Local Government

Eland House

Bressenden Place

London SW1E 5DU

Dear Minister,

 

Re: Draft National Planning Policy Framework Document

               

I am writing to you on behalf of the Copers Cope Area Residents’ Association that
represents some 5000 homes in the Copers Cope Ward of Beckenham. I am setting

out a few comments on the draft document for your attention.

As a generalisation CCARA welcomes any initiative that seeks to streamline planning

policy and supports attempts to avoid complexity and duplication, to make planning

more accessible and to provide sustainable growth.  However, it regards the proposal
to replace the whole body of national policy documents with a single statement as

highly ambitious and one, which in its present format, seems to result in a dilution of

the current planning process, which in many respects has served England well.

Quite how the draft NPPF dovetails in with the Localism Bill is not fully understood

and as an Association we would certainly benefit from this being spelt out. CCARA
foresees that there may be difficulties in interpretation of the Framework’s

relationship, not only with the Localism Bill, but also with other relevant legislation

impinging on planning matters.  It is hoped that this uncertainty will be rectified and

will not lead to unforeseen prolongation of the planning (appeal) process while

developers test the new regime.

It is agreed that the essence of good planning is in meeting the needs of the people,

the economy and the environment but the big argument remains over the presumption

in favour of sustainable development and the general tone of the document in putting

the economy first, seemingly giving prominence to sustainable economic growth

without the environmental limitations that sustainable development implies.  The key
criticism is the failure within the document to properly define the operational meaning

of “sustainable development” (for example, by reference to the UK Sustainable

Development Strategy 2005 as also included in PPS1).

Also, the document gives the impression of greater weight being apportioned to

private sector interests over public interests and to short-term speculative



development over medium and long-term commitments to a planned environment, as

currently embodied in the plan-led approach.

There is also concern that there is weakening in Government’s current commitment

both to brownfield development and on the growth of well established urban areas

before moving onto the development of greenfield sites.

Finally, as a voluntary association, it would be helpful if Government could set out

for communities and organisations such as our own what they can expect from the
new neighbourhood planning process (and how it compares to the present situation)

so that they can understand the potential influence they will have in the future over

local planning issues.

Yours faithfully,

Peter R Dow

cc: Mr Bob McQuillan, Chief Planner, London Borough of Bromley; Councillor

Russell Mellor, London Borough of Bromley; Bob Stewart Member of Parliament for

Beckenham; Bob Neill, Under Secretary of State and Member of Parliament for
Bromley and Chislehurst


